
            RESPIRO 100% MACRO -  PERFORATED NATURAL LATEX

100% natural organic latex core 

Ergonomici Climatizzati

DESIDERIO 
con sottofodera 3D V.S.
DESIDERIO 
con sottofodera antistress
SEDUZIONE
ECO SILENZIO

Ergonomici Anallergici

AGIO 
con sottofodera 3D V.S.
AGIO 
con sottofodera antistress
PROMESSA
ECO SOLLIEVO

The differing firmness levels on either side of respiro® 100% 
natural - macro-perforated latex result in two comfort levels: 
soft and medium-soft (bi-comfort).

Vertical ducts with pinholes: 
total ventilation.

The pinholes and the unique 
surface shape guarantee 

that heat and perspiration 
are well balanced.  

In the shoulder area these ducts 
direct and distribute air and 

moisture both vertically 
and horizontally.

Ergonomic seasonal

DESIDERIO 
with 3D V.S. underlining
DESIDERIO 
with antistress underlining
SEDUZIONE
INVITO
ECO SILENZIO

LATEX MATTRESSES WITH REMOVABLE COVER
Ergonomic hypo-allergenic

AGIO 
with 3D V.S. underlining
AGIO 
with antistress underlining
PROMESSA
ECO SOLLIEVO

HEAD ZONE SHOULDER ZONE LOWER BACK ZONE HIP ZONE THIGH ZONE CALF ZONE FOOT ZONE

The biomechanics in a mattress ensure the correct position of the human spine both for those who sleep on 
their back and those who sleep on their side, and they relieve pressure in the contact points between body 
and mattress.

The ingenious respiro® 100% natural - macro-perforated latex ventilation system, composed of a network 
of pinholes and conventional ducts with blind holes, facilitates continuous ventilation inside the mattress to 
ensure correct temperature regulation and dispersal of natural body perspiration while also preventing the 
proliferation of bacteria.
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AVAILABLE FIRMNESS LEVELS
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respiro® 100% natural - macro-perforated latex perfectly meets this principle, with seven comfort 
zones and a special convoluted sur-face texture that makes it soft to the touch and at the same time 
progressively resistant under pressure. 

Moreover, with respiro® 100% natural - macro-perforated latex, changing position during sleep 
re-quires less effort, so you wake up full of energy.
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